
HOW  THE  CORONAV IRUS

PANDEMIC  AND  WEATHER

FORECASTS  ARE  RELATED ?

The relation between the pandemic and airplanes

would seem absurd if you didn 't know about the

latest study published by researchers from the

Lancaster Environment Center .  

The study says that airplanes relay a large amount of

meteorological information daily .  Almost 700 ,000

reports from 40 airlines are relayed to

meteorologists every day .  These reports help in

weather forecasts and also in the prediction of

electricity usage by electric grids .  

With the COVID-19 pandemic causing a majority of

flights to be suspended ,  the accuracy of weather

forecasts has reduced sharply .  The regions most

affected by this include the United States ,  Australia ,

Southeast China and lesser-visited regions like the

Sahara desert .  Want to read more? Click here

ATAVISM

ABOUT  US

With an aim to nurture skills of all

students ,  the Dept .  of Biotechnology

and Bioinformatics ,  JUIT ,  has created a

platform called Synapse ,  for students

to develop and exhibit their  technical ,

outreach ,  arts and other skills .

About the name: Atavism is a

phenotypic trait that appears suddenly

in an organism .  Yes ,  it refers to that

dolphin with legs and the baby born

with a tail !  And just like its name ,  this

newsletter is a little something of the

blue .  It is an effort to reach out and

bring all of us at Department of BT &

BI together .  We are working on

bringing to you the latest news in the

biotechnology world ,  bizarre but true

science headlines ,  and conversations

that you should hear more of .
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COVID-19 Lab test that
delivers test results within
20 minutes. Scientists at

Monash University have

developed a simple

agglutination assay that uses

antibodies to see if the

person has contracted the

novel coronavirus .

Deep-learning based
computational architecture
for patient stratification
from Electronic Health
Records. Researchers from

Icahn School of Medicine at

Mount Sinai ,  New York ,  have

developed and validated an

unsupervised architecture

based on deep learning to

enable patient stratification

at scale .  Paper link

BEAUTYBERRY  LEAVES  CAN

HELP  F IGHT  THE  MRSA

SUPERBUG !

The American beautyberry shrub has been used since

long by native Americans to treat malarial fevers and

rheumatism .  And scientists from Emory University

have utilised compounds from this shrub to activate

beta-lactam antibiotics that are usually ineffective

against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus .  

Previous research done on beautyberry leaves has

shown that these can repel mosquitoes and ticks ,  and

also inhibit the growth of acne-causing bacteria .

Tests have shown that the compound ,  belonging to a

class of chemicals called clerodane diterpenoids isn 't

effective alone .  But ,  it can synergize with the beta-

lactam antibiotic oxacillin to take down the MRSA

Superbug .  The scientists are now going to test the

efficacy of this extract in animal models .  Read here .
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Following are the major phases in

vaccine development:

Pre-clinical Phase: The vaccine is

tested on animal models to see if it

generates the required immune

response.

Phase I Safety Trials: Scientists test if
the vaccine is safe for use, along with

the dosage that should be given in a

small group of people.

Phase II Expanded Trials: This phase
tests the safety of the vaccine further in a

larger group of people and also sees if it

generates an immune response.

Phase III Efficacy Trials: These trials

involve administering the vaccine to a

group of people and a comparison of

the vaccine efficacy to a placebo

group.

Combined Trials: To  accelerate the

production of a vaccine, combined

Phase I/II and combined Phase II/III

trials may be held.

Approved: Once the trials are

completed the vaccine is approved for

use.

 Coronavirus Vaccine Tracker, The New York Times. Retrieved from

their website, July 27, 2020:

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/science/coronavirus-

vaccine-tracker.html
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THE NOVEL-CORONAVIRUS VACCINE TRACKER (As of July 27, 2020)
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* Phase I/II combined trials
** Approved for military use.
^ Phase II/III combined trials

If you have any queries or feedback, or if you're a student looking to contribute, please send an email to jankinsan@gmail.com.  


